Williams Youth Photo / Video Scavenger Hunt #3...

Combine as many of these items below in your photos for extra points. Everyone should be doing everything in the photo or video if physically possible. Only submit 15 photos/videos. Return to the church between 6:35 and 6:45 p.m. Take your photo or video. Upload it to Instagram. Tag it with #wmumcimpact. In the comments put what list items are included. Keep your score as you go. Once you have points for an item it cannot be counted again. Regular Items are 500 pts. Starred (*) items are 1000 points

Entire Group...
...in a Charlie’s Angels pose*
...laying in a circle with your heads together
...set up like opposing football teams
...riding imaginary bikes
...spelling out “prayer” with your bodies*
...with someone of authority
...with someone on a motorcycle
...re-enacting a scene in a disney movie
...group hug
...standing on one leg
...with a watermelon
...in front of a tombstone
...With a youth who didn’t come Extra points if you bring them with you)*
...with a live fish
...playing duck duck goose
...digging for treasure
...with a mascot
...lined up by height
...in two states at once*
...with stuffed animals
...wearing crowns
...with a live farm animal*
...in front of a fountain
...helping an elderly
...eating tortillas
...in front of a dumpster
...all having colored tongues
...doing hand stands
...on a hay bale
...with a watermelon
...running from something
...under a cross
...with a high school teacher
...in a reflection, not a mirror*
...doing the Harlem shake
...at someone from another group’s house*
...with destruction behind you*
...over water
...singing “Call me Maybe” to a stranger
...all doing the chicken dance
...all wearing sunglasses
...in the mall
...“I can’t believe we all fit in here”
...building a pyramid
...with a name of a church other than Williams*
...wearing something fuzzy
...reading the bible
...with a softdrink
...taking flowers to someone
...in a bathtub
...everyone on TV
...everyone in the air*
...on a firetruck
...holding fruit
...with flashlights lighting your face
...with yellow smiley face stickers*
...in a barn
...wearing hairnets
...having a memorial service for roadkill
...buying 32 cents worth of gas
... Baking cookies. Extra points if you bring baked cookies back to Russell and Keldan
...With our Senior Pastor